
Case Study

ECODOE VR STORE
Ecodoe Indonesia is using Virtual Reality (VR) solutions from ARUTALA to maximize 
the marketing process with a touch of immersive product.

COMPANY : Ecodoe Indonesia INDUSTRY : e-Commerce PRODUCT : Virtual Reality (VR)



“The global market of VR in retail will reach USD �.� billion by ���� and implementation of 
this technology enables businesses to grow and increase financial prospects, especially to 

adapt to changing consumer behaviour during Covid-��.” Forbes (����)

“Ecodoe has a vision to always be 
one step ahead in the e-commerce 

industry for bringing the new 
shopping experience to their 

customers especially for providing 
shopping convenience through their 
platform. This product could be one 

of the brilliant shopping solutions 
with touch of immersive 

technology.” 

Laras Widyawati
Founder & CEO of Ecodoe

Ecodoe is an e-commerce company or creative procurement 
company from Indonesia. They provide a platform for local 
creators to connect with B�B clients on-demand, especially 
for the government, private companies, and state-owned 
enterprises. Ecodoe also breaks the barriers by providing a 
digital system for ordering the products and can improve 
buying efficiency as well as serve fast delivery to diverse 
locations for their clients.

As online transactions become the new normal of shopping 
behaviour, there is a huge opportunity for Ecodoe to promote 
and sell their products. To ensure this continues, businesses 
are always looking for innovative ways to gain maximum 
results and improve efficiency. Many of the e-commerce 
companies are now trying to bring new experiences of selling 
methods for consumers, either through website and social 
media. 

In order to be the best e-commerce B�B platform, Ecodoe has 
a vision to always be one step ahead in the e-commerce 
industry for bringing the new shopping experience to their 
customers especially for providing shopping convenience 
through their platform. Ecodoe faces several challenges
especially to bring all their sample products to their 
consumers. Based on this problem, they need alternative 
solutions about how they are going to sell their products to 
clients.

BACKGROUND: 

HOW ECODOE INDONESIA FACES THE 
CHALLENGE IN ORDER TO BRING THE 
SHOWCASE TO THEIR CLIENTS



SOLUTIONS: 

BREAKING THE BARRIERS THROUGH 
VIRTUAL REALITY STORE
As a part and commitment to create an innovative product that can help our clients, ARUTALA 
recommended Ecodoe Indonesia to enrich their clients experience through Virtual Reality (VR) 
Store. The main feature of this product is a virtual experience. So consumers can get detailed 
information by looking at the Ecodoe’s products as they would in a offline store using VR devices 
and they can choose and buy the product virtually with �D technology to make the shopping 
experience more realistic. 

Designed and inspired by futuristic offline stores, ARUTALA has successfully developed one of the 
good solutions of VR applications called Ecodoe VR Store. Not only bringing the virtual experience 
for Ecodoe’s client or customer, this product can be customized and upgraded to a new layout 
based on the needs of Ecodoe in the future. 

While it takes more time and effort to bring all the catalogs, Ecodoe VR Store already enhances the 
possibilities of efficiency by providing in store experiences. This product also allows customers to 
interact with �D objects, add items to a cart and checkout to access a list of items that have been 
chosen before. Last but not least, welcome to the new era of shopping experience!

“We hope that all the e-commerce companies no 
longer find difficulties in selling their products and 
we want to take customer engagement to a whole 

new level by providing customers with VR tours of the 
store from their homes, the same as shopping activity 

in the Mall. VR are going to play a huge role in this 
services industry and will help companies retain their 

customers and achieve profits even in a highly 
competitive market.” 

It engages and excites customers  No longer needs to carry all the 
product samples

Customized store design in �D

ADVANTAGES OF ECODOE VR STORE

Indra Haryadi
Chief of Executive Officer ARUTALA




